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EMC COMPLIANCE

This product is approved for use in Europe and Australia/New Zealand and conforms to the following standards:

European Norms Australian / New Zealand
Standards

EN 50081-1 AS/NZS 4252.1

EN 50082-1 AS/NZS 4251.1

EN 60950   AS/NZS 3260   

To ensure continued compliance with EMC Directive 89/336 and the Australian Radiocommunications Act 1992, use
only high quality data cables with continuous shield, and connectors with conductive backshells. Examples of such
cables are:

DMX:      Belden 8102          100% Aluminium foil screen, 65% Copper braid.

 JANDS ELECTRONICS PTY LTD 1997

All rights reserved

DISCLAIMER

Information contained in this manual is subject to change without notice and does
not represent a commitment on the part of the vendor. JANDS ELECTRONICS P/L
shall not be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever arising from the use of
information or any error contained in this manual.

It is recommended that all service and repairs on this product be carried out by
JANDS ELECTRONICS P/L or its authorised service agents.

JANDS HP Series dimmers must only be used for the purpose they were intended by
the manufacturer and in conjunction with this operating manual.

JANDS ELECTRONICS P/L cannot accept any liability whatsoever for any loss or
damage caused by service, maintenance or repair by unauthorised personnel, or by
use other than that intended by the manufacturer.

Manufactured in Australia by:
JANDS ELECTRONICS PTY LTD ACN 001 187 837
40 KENT RD
Locked Bag 15
MASCOT NSW 2020
AUSTRALIA
PHONE: +61-2-9582-0909
FAX: +61-2-9582-0999
EMAIL: jandsinfo@jands.com.au
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1.0 Introduction

The JANDS HP12 series dimmers are rugged, high quality, 12 channel, 2.5kVA per
channel dimmers specifically designed for demanding touring and theatre
applications.

The HP12-TR features opto-controlled Triacs and medium risetime chokes; the HP12-
SC features DC-fired SCR pairs and high risetime chokes.

Complementing the HP12-TR / HP12-SC are the HP12-WMTR (wall-mounted Triac
dimmer) and the HP12-WMSC (wall-mounted SCR dimmer).

The HP12 series of dimmers feature microprocessor-based digital control. A keypad,
rotary encoder, channel switches, LED indicators and a large alphanumeric display
enable the user to monitor and select the built-in functions.

The user has the ability to select the DMX start number either by channel number or
in banks of 12 channels, test selected channels while the remainder of the dimmer
stays “on line”, select output voltage (eg. 120V) or ramp curves for designated
channels, capture up to three non-volatile DMX “snapshots”, build two user-definable
non-volatile scenes with the ability to import/select/set individual channel levels, and
to select from six “factory” built-in scenes including chases/random/crossfades. Other
functions also provided include dimmer “soft” start, channel-by-channel preheat
function, the ability to monitor the status of the dimmer rack in relation to supply
voltage, a bad (soft) neutral connection, over-temperature and other working
parameters of the unit.

The dimmer will “wake-up” in the mode it was last programmed to run - an ideal
function for stand alone applications. If no particular mode has been previously
defined, the dimmer rack looks for DMX control. If the rack loses DMX control at
any time while running, it defaults to the last received DMX command.

HP dimmers feature JANDS’ Ferrodip chokes. These chokes provide high rise time
along with excellent high frequency noise suppression and low acoustic noise.

The HP range of dimmers has been designed to allow for future optional upgrades to
the operating system.

Control signal to rack-mount dimmers is via a standard DMX-512 socket at either the
front panel or rear panel, while the dimmed outlets and three phase power entry are
located on the rear panel.

Control signal and three phase power entry to wall-mount dimmers are on internal
screw terminal blocks, while the dimmed outlets are on either internal screw terminal
blocks or front outlets (GPO's).

Bracket systems for the wall-mounted dimmers allow a wide variety of mounting
options - flush to the wall with rear wire entry, straddling cable trays, conduited
wiring from all four sides or mounted in standard rack frames and strips.
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Some key features of the dimmer range include:

FEATURE HP12-TR HP12-SC HP12-
WMTR

HP12-
WMSC

3RU rack chassis (mounting front and rear) • •

Wall-mounted chassis • •

Circuit breaker protection of output devices • • • •

Factory-wired and tested three phase tail and
connector (export versions may vary)

• •

Front panel indication of three phase supply • • • •

Selectable missing or failed neutral detection and
shut-down

• • • •

Temperature-controlled cooling fan • • • •

Temperature monitor and thermal cut-out • • • •

DMX address selection by Channel or 12 channel
Bank

• • • •

Output voltage selection on a channel-by-channel
basis

• • • •

Dimming curve selectable between “linear power”
and “switched output” on a channel-by-channel basis

• • • •

Channel level test from zero to full • • • •

LED mimic of channel status, control and output • • • •

Selectable lamp preheat function for extended lamp
life and to avoid circuit breaker nuisance tripping

• • • •

Preset “Snap”, “Scene” and “Chase” settings to
facilitate setup and stand-alone dimming
applications

• • • •

Conforms to C-Tick (Australian) and CE (European)
standards

• • • •

Regulation of dimmer output voltage against
variations in mains supply voltages

• • • •

Internal wiring options allow supply from three
phase star supply or three independent supplies

• • • •

Operating software updatable without removing the
lid.

• • • •

"Bulletproof" SCR pairs for extreme reliability • •

Continuous DC gate firing, allowing accurate
control of "difficult" loads and loads down to 5 watts

• •

High risetime chokes for low acoustic lamp filament
noise and low wiring noise

• •

Single 80mm speed-controlled fan • •

Dual 80mm speed-controlled fans • •
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2.0 Equipment Description

2.1 Front panel layout

E Figure 2.1 (Rack-mount)

1. Channel output circuit breakers: The circuit breakers are rated at 11.5 amps
continuous, however Jands recommend the maximum load connected to a channel be
limited to 10A. If nuisance tripping occurs, enable the Preheat option (see section
4.1.4.5). See also section 5.6 for a full explanation of nuisance tripping.

2. Display: A red four digit alpha-numeric display is used to show dimmer status and
option menus.

3. LEVEL/FUNCTION encoder wheel: This detent action control knob is used to
select items from the menus, and to select the channel levels or chase rate (depending
on the  operating mode).

4. DMX IN/LOOP connectors (Rack-mount only): A standard five pin AXR
connector inputs control desk DMX-512 signals and a second “Loop” connector
outputs them to other dimmers. See section 8.2 for wiring details.

5. DMX IN LED: A green LED indicates the presence of DMX signals.

6. Keypad: These switches are used to select different options and operating modes.
A red LED is associated with each switch to indicate activation of selected function.

7. PHASE LEDs: Three green LEDs (one for each phase) indicate that the three
mains supply phases are available.

8. Channel SELECT switch: These select or deselect options for each channel, or
switch a channel between “on-line” and “off-line”. If a channel is “off-line”, it will not
respond to the DMX input signals.

9. Channel STATUS LED: A bi-colour LED indicates channel status, ie.

Red  = channel set for 60 or 120V output

Green  =  channel set for 240V output

Off      =  channel disabled

Orange = voltage change selected but not yet confirmed

Flashing = channel selected for changes to be made

10. DRIVE LED: This green LED indicates a control signal is being applied to that
channel.
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11. LOAD LED: This red LED serves two functions. In normal operation, it acts as
an output mimic. When the channel drive is at zero, it indicates whether that channel’s
load is disconnected (or open-circuit).

To check a load, set the channel drive to zero. The LOAD LED will turn ON if there
is no load.

For levels above zero, the LOAD LED will mimic the channel output whenever a load
is connected.

Note that the channel circuit breaker must be ON for the LOAD LED circuitry to
work.

BREAKER         LOAD       CHANNEL DRIVE   LOAD LED STATUS

on not connected off ON

on connected off OFF

on connected on  OUTPUT MIMIC

off doesn’t matter  doesn’t matter OFF
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3.0 Getting Started

In this manual references to individual front panel controls and LEDs will be in
uppercase bold text, eg. MODE, while references to display messages will be in
quotation marks, eg. “OK”.

3.1 Connecting power
The mains supply to the HP12-WMTR and HP12-WMSC dimmers must be protected
by upstream circuit breakers or fuses rated at 50 amps or less. Refer to section 8.5.

RACK MOUNTED:

The power plug should be connected to an appropriately rated socket outlet. The
plug’s retaining lock ring (if present) must be screwed home.

WARNING

DAMAGE TO THE PLUG MAY OCCUR IF THE RETAINING LOCK RING
IS NOT PROPERLY SECURED.

WALL MOUNTED:

The power cable is terminated within the dimmer at a labelled six-way terminal block
and a separate earthing block. The supply neutral conductor must be the same size as
the active conductors. The six-way terminal block has three poles for the three live
mains phases (labelled A1, A2, A3), and three poles for the mains neutral (N1, N2,
N3). The three neutral poles are bridged by a copper link, with the incoming mains
neutral connected to terminal A2.

WARNING

CONFIRM THE COLOUR OF THE MAINS NEUTRAL CONDUCTOR AT
THE SUPPLY SOURCE.

ISOLATE POWER AT THE SOURCE BEFORE PERFORMING
CONNECTION.

ALL UNITS:

Turn on the power and check that the three PHASE indicator LEDs and the alpha-
numeric display on the front panel are on before connecting any loads. If the PHASE
LEDs or the display indicate a fault condition, power down and remedy the fault
before trying again. See section 5.5 regarding phase faults.

After initialisation, the display will scroll a message “DMX START CHANNEL
xxx”, where xxx is the last programmed DMX Start Channel (between 1 and 512).
After this the display will show whatever it was showing before turning off the power.

If all is well, power down and proceed to the next section.
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3.2 Connecting loads
See section 8.1 for details of load pin connections. Export models may differ from
these configurations. Connections should be made with the supply switched off.

RACK MOUNTED:

The HP12-TR / HP12-SC output options are:

• Twelve Clipsal 415P 10 amp three pin sockets
• Two 19 pin Socapex sockets
• Four 19 pin Socapex sockets (series-wired)
• Three 10 pin Wieland sockets
• Rear DIN-rail mounted terminal blocks

 

 WALL MOUNTED:

 The HP12-WMTR / HP12-WMSC output options are:

• Twelve Clipsal 415P 10 amp three pin sockets
• Wieland 3-pin sockets
• Internal DIN-rail mounted terminal blocks

Export models may differ from these configurations.

3.3 Connecting DMX-512 input
The dimmer input signal should conform to the USITT DMX-512 (1990)
specification. The green DMX IN LED indicates the presence of DMX signals. See
section 8.2 for connector wiring details.

RACK MOUNTED:

The DMX input to the HP12-TR / HP12-SC dimmers connects to the DMX IN socket
on the front panel. The DMX signal may be daisy-chained to the next dimmer via the
LOOP socket.

WALL MOUNTED:

The DMX input to the HP12-WMTR / HP12-WMSC dimmers connects to a circuit
card using a labelled screw terminal block. The DMX “thru” signal may be daisy-
chained to the next dimmer via the LOOP terminal block.
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3.4 Power-up sequence
When powering up, the following sequence should be used:

1�  Power up the control desk.
2�  Power up any softpatches and/or DMX receivers.
3�  Power up the dimmers last, preferably one at a time starting from the first

dimmer rack in the DMX loop.

This procedure minimises the risk of lamps and fixtures responding to any false DMX
data produced by control desks or ancillary equipment at turn-on (producing the
lighting equivalent of an audio “thump”) and prevents damage to lamps, dimmers, and
other controlled devices.

Use the reverse procedure when powering down.
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     (Termination, Check, Voltage Compensation & Lock to be continued next page)

Figure 4.1 A
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4.0 Dimmer Operation

This section assumes the dimmer has been correctly connected to three phase power
and a source of DMX input signals as described in section 3.0.

4.1 Menu structure
The HP12-TR dimmers feature a “tree” menu structure. This means that an option is
chosen from the display with the LEVEL/FUNCTION encoder wheel, and the
ENTER keypad button is then pressed to confirm the selection.

The encoder wheel is then used to select the next level of options, the ENTER button
is pressed to confirm the selection, and so on.

After all the options have been selected, the display reverts to “OK” to indicate the
dimmer is now back in normal operating mode.

The display will flash if there are more menu levels above the current one.

4.1.1 ENTER

The ENTER keypad button is always pressed to confirm a menu or channel selection.

4.1.2 NORMAL

The NORMAL keypad button cancels the current menu selection and allows the
operator to start again in the event of an error. The display shows “OK”.

Pressing NORMAL while “OK” is displayed shows the dimmer software version.

4.1.3 CLEAR

The CLEAR keypad button is used to go back one menu level if an option is
incorrectly selected.

4.1.4 MODE menu

E Figure 4.1A

Select the MODE button on the keypad. The display will then “flash” showing one
of the MODE options, which are:

•  “VOLT” - output voltage selection
• “TEMP” - heatsink temperature monitor
• “LAW” - dimmer law
• “PREH” - filament preheat
• “P.FLT” - mains input voltage fault (power fault) test enable
• “TERM” - DMX input termination
• “CHEK” - display dimmer operating parameters
• “V.COM”- enable/calibrate voltage compensation
• “LOCK” - lock dimmer functions
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 To select an option, rotate the FUNCTION encoder wheel until the desired option is
displayed, then press the ENTER keypad button to confirm the selection.

 4.1.4.1 “VOLT” - Voltage selection

 E Figure 4.1A

 Any or all of the dimmer channels may be customised to give either 240, 120, or
60 volt output. This feature is useful for controlling individual 120 volt loads,
such as single PAR 64 (120) lamps, Leko (FEL) or other 120 volt lamps (120V),
or series pairs of ACLs (60V).

• Once the VOLT option has been selected, use the FUNCTION encoder
wheel to select either “240V”, “120V”, or “60” and press ENTER.

• If “240V” is selected, the display will stop flashing and will scroll the
following message: “SELECT CHANNELS FOR 240V”.

• If “120V” is selected, the display will stop flashing and will scroll the
following message: “SELECT CHANNELS FOR 120V”.

• If “60V” is selected, the display will stop flashing and will scroll the
following message: “SELECT CHANNELS FOR 60V”.

• Press the SELECT button on the channel to be changed. The STATUS LED
of the channel(s) selected will change colour to orange.

• Once all the required channels are selected, press ENTER to make the
changes. The channel STATUS LED(s) will show green for those channel(s)
set to 240 volt output, and red for those channel(s) set to 60 or 120 volt
output.

• The display will then show “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now in normal
operating mode with the selected changes implemented.

 CAUTION

 SELECTING A 60 or 120 VOLT LAMP TO 240 VOLT

 OPERATION CAN CAUSE SERIOUS DAMAGE TO THE LAMP !

 4.1.4.2 “TEMP” - Temperature monitor

 E Figure 4.1A

 The internal heatsink temperature may be monitored by selecting “TEMP”. The
display shows the temperature in degrees Celsius, eg “24ºC”. Normal DMX
operation of the dimmer is unaffected by selecting this function. Pressing the
NORMAL button on the keypad will clear the display to “OK”.

 Note

 The HP12-TR / HP12-SC dimmers are designed to be installed in standard
19-inch wide racks. These racks should have adequate ventilation allowing
for the side-to-side airflow of the dimmers. Fully enclosed racks that obstruct
side-to-side ventilation may cause overheating problems.
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 4.1.4.3 “LAW” - Dimmer law

 E Figure 4.1A

 Selecting “LAW” gives the option of either a linear power curve - “Lin P” - or a
switch curve - “Swch”. The linear power curve gives even fade characteristics for
lamps, while the switch curve may be used for switching other devices (eg. fans,
strobes, motors, etc) on or off, with the switching points set at 55% for upfades
and 45% for downfades.

• Use the FUNCTION encoder wheel to change the law, and press ENTER to
select.

• Next press the channel SELECT buttons to select the channels to be changed.
The channel STATUS LEDs will flash. Press ENTER to make the changes.

• The display will change to “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now in normal
operating mode with the selected changes implemented.

4.1.4.4 “PREH” - Filament preheat

E Figure 4.1A

If  a channel is fully loaded, there is a possibility that cold filament inrush current
may cause nuisance tripping of the circuit breakers. If this is a problem, the
preheat - “PREH” - option may be used to reduce the inrush. When preheated,
the filaments may show a barely perceptible dull orange glow.

Preheat has no effect when the lamp is being driven above the preheat level or for
channels set to switched output. See section 5.6 for an explanation of cold
filament inrush current.

• Selecting “PREH” gives the options of “ON”, “OFF”, and “LEVL”. Use
the FUNCTION encoder wheel to choose the option and press ENTER to
confirm selection. Selecting “LEVL” allows the control of the preheat level
for each channel regardless of whether preheat is turned on or off for that
channel.

 When “ON” or “OFF” has been selected:

• Press the channel SELECT button(s) to select preheat for the desired
channel(s).

• The channel STATUS LED(s) will “flash” when that channel is selected.
Press ENTER to make the change(s).

• The display will change to “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now in normal
operating mode with the selected change implemented.

 When “LEVEL” has been selected:

• Press and hold the channel SELECT button for the desired channel. While
holding SELECT button adjust the encoder wheel to set the desired preheat
level. Preheat is adjustable in 5 levels from A (lowest) to E (highest).

• Press ENTER to make the change(s) permanent.

• The display will change to “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now in normal
operating mode with the selected change implemented.

 Normal DMX operation of the dimmer is unaffected by selecting this function.



MODE 2: TERMINATION, CHECK, VOLTAGE COMPENSATION  & LOCK
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Figure 4.1 B
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 4.1.4.5 “P. FLT” - Mains Power Fault

 E Figure 4.1A

 The HP12-TR / HP12-SC dimmers will detect three types of mains supply
problems:

• Mains overvoltages

• Mains undervoltages

• Neutral-to-earth overvoltage

 In some venues the three phase power supply may be less than ideal, and one or
more of the above fault conditions may occur without the wiring being truly
“faulty”. For this reason it is possible (BUT NOT RECOMMENDED) to use the
P.FLT option to turn off the power fault detect ("the show must go on").
ALWAYS check first that the problem is not a dropped neutral in either of the
three phase connectors, or a missing earth connection.

 WARNING

 IF THE NEUTRAL DETECT FACILITY IS DISABLED, IT IS POSSIBLE
THAT UNSAFE MAINS SUPPLY WIRING MAY NOT BE DETECTED.

 The HP12-TR / HP12-SC dimmers will tolerate and even correct for mains
supply problems of sufficient magnitude to damage less tolerant equipment
connected to the same supply. The HP12-TR / HP12-SC detection facilities may
be used to provide "early warning" protection for ancillary equipment. Section
5.1.3 gives a more in-depth explanation of this facility.

• Selecting “P.FLT” gives the options of “ON” or “OFF”. Use the
FUNCTION encoder wheel to choose the option and press ENTER to
confirm selection.

• The display will change to “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now in normal
operating mode with the selected change implemented.

 Normal DMX operation of the dimmer is unaffected by selecting this function.

 4.1.4.6 “TERM” DMX Signal Terminate

 E Figure 4.1B

 Selecting “TERM” allows the DMX signal to be correctly terminated, as is
required for the last dimmer in a DMX line. Note that when set to “ON” the
DMX Loop connector in unused.

 Pressing the NORMAL button on the keypad will change the display to “OK” to
indicate the dimmer is now in normal operating mode.

 4.1.4.7 “CHEK” dimmer operating parameter display

 E Figure 4.1B

 Selecting “CHEK” displays the dimmer’s operating parameters on a channel by
channel basis. This is useful for checking that a dimmer has been setup correctly.

 Select the channel to be checked by turning the FUNCTION encoder wheel (the
STATUS LED of the channel being checked will flash). Stop the scrolling of the
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display at any time by pressing ENTER. Press ENTER and turn the encoder
wheel at the same time to display information “vertically”, ie. display the same
information for different channels.

 Pressing the NORMAL button on the keypad will change the display to “OK” to
indicate the dimmer is now in normal operating mode.

 Normal DMX operation of the dimmer is unaffected by selecting this function.

 4.1.4.8 “V.COM” Output voltage Compensation

 E Figure 4.1B

 An HP dimmer can be setup so that it will compensate for variations in the mains
input voltage. Selecting “V.COM” allows the internal voltage compensation to
be turned on or off, or calibrated.

• Selecting “V.COM” gives the options of “ON”, “OFF”, “LINE” and
“MAX”. Use the FUNCTION encoder wheel to choose the desired option
and press ENTER to confirm selection. Selecting “LINE” allows calibration
for the voltage compensation, while selecting “MAX” allows setting of the
maximum output voltage the dimmer regulates to.

 When “ON” or “OFF” has been selected:

 The display will change to “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now in normal operating
mode with the selected change implemented.

 When “LINE” has been selected:

• Note that an external voltmeter is necessary to complete this procedure.
This parameter should not need to be adjusted during normal operation.
Adjust the displayed voltage using the FUNCTION encoder wheel until it
reads the same as the current input voltage, as displayed on the voltmeter. It is
recommended that all phases be driven from a single phase source eg. via a
single to three phase adaptor, to eliminate phase voltage variations.

• Press ENTER to calibrate the dimmer.

• The display will change to “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now in normal
operating mode with the selected change implemented.

 

 When “MAX” has been selected:

• Adjust the displayed voltage using the FUNCTION encoder wheel until it is
equal to the desired maximum output voltage from the dimmer when driven to
full. eg to avoid running 220 volt lamps above their rated voltage set this
parameter to 220V.

• Press ENTER to set the maximum output voltage from the dimmer.

• The display will change to “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now in normal
operating mode with the selected change implemented

Note that the voltage compensation system works within the following
limitations:

1�  The output cannot be driven above the input voltage. eg if the MAX value is
set to 240, and the mains input voltage is 220, the maximum voltage available
at the output is 220 volts.

2�  The compensation system does not operate on switched outputs (ie. channels
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with dimmer law set to “switch”).

3�  The dimmer must be correctly calibrated as outlined above.

Normal DMX operation of the dimmer is unaffected by this procedure, however
the dimmed output level may change due to normal operation of the
compensation system.

4.1.4.9 “LOCK” Parameter Lockout Facility

E Figure 4.1B

If the dimmer is to be left unattended it is sometimes desirable to be able to lock
the settings such that unauthorised users cannot alter them. The “LOCK” option
provides this facility.

• Selecting “LOCK” gives the single option of “ON”. Pressing ENTER locks
the dimmer, and “LOCK” is displayed.

• To unlock a dimmer, turn the FUNCTION encoder wheel one step to the left,
press enter, one step to the right, press enter, and finally one step to the right.
If a mistake is made during the unlock procedure, turn the wheel more than
three steps to the right to reset the sequence and try again.

• When the dimmer has been unlocked it will display “OK”.

 Normal DMX operation of the dimmer is unaffected by selecting this function.

 4.1.5 DMX CHannel menu

 E Figure 4.2

 The dimmer’s DMX start channel can be selected anywhere from channel 1 to
channel 512. By selecting DMX start channel 1, the dimmer will respond to DMX
channels 1 through 12 inclusive. When using racks of looped dimmers, the next
dimmer should start at channel 13, the next at channel 25, and so on.

• To select a DMX start channel press the DMX CH button on the keypad.

• The display will change to show the currently assigned DMX start channel.

• Using the FUNCTION encoder wheel, the DMX start channel may be
incremented or decremented to the desired DMX channel start number.

• To select the DMX start channel press the ENTER button on the keypad.

• The display will then show “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now in normal
operating mode.
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 4.1.6 DMX BANK menu

 E Figure 4.2

 To make DMX start channel selection easier, the HP12-TR / HP12-SC dimmers can
select a bank of twelve channels from the DMX input signal. There are a total of 42
sequential banks of twelve channels and one last bank of eight channels in the 512
channels available from the DMX-512 source. See section 8.2 for a list of banks and
their corresponding channels.

 By selecting DMX start bank 2, the dimmer will respond to DMX channels 13
through 24 inclusive.

• To select a DMX bank press the DMX BANK button on the keypad.

• The display will change to show the currently assigned DMX bank number.

• Using the FUNCTION encoder wheel, DMX bank numbers may be
incremented or decremented to the desired bank number.

• To select the DMX bank number press the ENTER button on the keypad.

• The display will then show “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now in normal
operating mode.

 4.1.7 BUILD menu

 E Figure 4.3

 The BUILD menu is used to record DMX Snapshots or user-defined Scenes.

• Press the BUILD keypad button.

• Select a flashing Snapshot number (“SP1 - SP3”) or a Scene number (“SC1 -
SC2”) to record, using the FUNCTION encoder wheel.

• Press ENTER to confirm the selection.

 4.1.7.1 Snapshot

 E Figure 4.3

 Once a SNAPSHOT number is selected (“SP1”, “SP2” or “SP3”), the display
will scroll the message: “PRESS ENTER TO STORE DMX VALUE”.

• On pressing ENTER, the dimmer will store the current DMX values for the
twelve dimmer channels in the currently selected bank.

• The display will change to “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now in normal
operating mode.
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 4.1.7.2 Scene

 E Figure 4.3

 Once a Scene (“SC1” or “SC2”) is selected, the display will scroll the message:
“PRESS SELECT AND HOLD WHILE CHANGE LEVEL FOR EACH
CHAN”.

• For each channel required to Build the Scene, press and hold the SELECT
button.

• The display will initially show the last recorded level for that channel, which
may then be changed by rotating the LEVEL/FUNCTION encoder wheel.

• Once all the required channels have been changed, press ENTER to confirm
the changes.

• The display will change to “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now in normal
operating mode.

 4.1.8 RUN menu

 E Figure 4.4

 The HP12-TR / HP12-SC dimmers offer a range of pre-recorded Snapshots, Scenes
and Chases that may be used for testing purposes or for when the dimmer rack is
used in stand-alone (no control desk) applications.

 The Snapshots and Scenes must be recorded via the Build menu (see section 4.1.7).
The Chase patterns are factory-set and cannot be changed. The output levels of
Snapshots and Scenes may be varied with the LEVEL/FUNCTION encoder wheel,
which becomes a master level control. During chases the encoder wheel becomes a
chase rate control.

 In all cases, individual channel levels may be changed. Once changed, however, they
remain at the new level regardless of the setting of the master level control.

 Note that any previously disabled channels will remain disabled when in RUN
mode, with chase sequences abbreviated to avoid visible gaps.

• To run a Snapshot, Scene or Chase, press the RUN keypad button.

• Select either a Snapshot (“SP1”, “SP2”, or “SP3”), a Scene (“SC1” or
“SC2”), or a Factory Preset Chase (“PR1”, “PR2”, “PR3”, “PR4”, “PR5”,
or “PR6”) with the FUNCTION encoder wheel.

• Press ENTER to confirm the selection.

 4.1.8.1 Snapshot

 E Figure 4.4

 If Snapshot 2 (“SP2”) is selected, the display will scroll with the message “SP2
ON LEVEL 100”.

• The output level may be altered with the LEVEL/FUNCTION encoder
wheel and the display will indicate a level between 100% and 0%.

• Pressing a channel SELECT button will isolate that channel from the master
level control. The STATUS LED will flash to show the channel is isolated.
Pressing the SELECT button again will re-connect the channel to the master
level control.
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• By pressing and HOLDING a channel SELECT button, and rotating the
encoder wheel, that channel level may be modified.

 Note

 The master level control no longer has any effect on the level of a modified
channel; ie. once a channel has been modified, it remains at that level while
still in RUN mode (regardless of the master level). The channel SELECT
button must pressed again to re-connect that channel to the master level
control.

• Once the SELECT button is released, the encoder wheel becomes the master
level control once more.

 4.1.8.2 Scene

 E Figure 4.4

 If  Scene 1(“SC1”) is selected, the display will scroll with the message “SC1 ON
LEVEL 100”.

• The overall output level may be altered with the LEVEL/FUNCTION
encoder wheel and the display will indicate a level between 100% and 0%.

• Pressing a channel SELECT button will isolate that channel from the master
level control. The STATUS LED will flash to show the channel is isolated.
Pressing the SELECT button again will re-connect the channel to the master
level control.

• By pressing and HOLDING a channel SELECT button, and rotating the
encoder wheel, that channel level may be modified.

 Note

 The master level control will no longer have any effect on the level of the
modified channel; ie. once a channel has been modified, it remains at that
level while still in RUN mode (regardless of the setting of the master level).
The channel SELECT button must pressed again to re-connect that channel
to the master level control.

• Once the SELECT button is released, the encoder wheel becomes the master
level control once more.

 4.1.8.3 Preset chases

 E Figure 4.4

 If  Preset Chase 4 (“PR4”) is selected, the display will scroll with the message
“PR4 RUN 100 b.P.M.”.

• The chase rate may be altered with the FUNCTION encoder wheel and the
display will indicate a rate between 6 and 600 beats per minute.

• By pressing and HOLDING a channel SELECT button, and rotating the
encoder wheel, that channel level may be edited.

• Once the SELECT button is released, the encoder wheel becomes the chase
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rate control once more. There is no master level control for this function.

 The factory Preset Chase patterns for HP12-TR [HP6] are as follows:

 PR1 Channels 1 to 12 in sequence (12 step chase)

 PR2 Channels 12 to 1 in sequence (12 step reverse chase)

 PR3 Channels 1 to 12 in sequence (12 step shadow chase) ie. chase channel off

 PR4 12 Channel Random chase

 PR5 Channels 1 & 2 crossfade to Channels 3 & 4.....(6 step 2-channel x-fade)

 PR6 Channels 1, 2, 3 crossfade to Channels 4, 5, 6....(4 step 3-channel x-fade)

 4.1.9 TEST function

 E Figure 4.2

 Each channel may be tested individually, or as a group, by fading them from 0 to
100%. Any previously disabled channel may be selected and tested.

• Press the TEST keypad button and the display will show “TEST”.

• Next press the desired channel SELECT buttons. This will take the selected
channel(s) off-line from the DMX input. The remaining channel(s) will stay
on-line.

• The STATUS LED(s) will flash to indicate which channel(s) are under test. As
the LEVEL/FUNCTION encoder wheel is rotated, the channel level(s) will
change from their current level.

• When all tests are completed, press the NORMAL button. The display will
change to “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now back in normal operating mode
and all channels are once again on-line to the DMX input control signal.

 4.2 Deep clear

 E Figure 4.2

 In the event of a software “lockup” or error message (see section 5.2), the HP dimmers
have a facility that enables them to be Deep Cleared.

 CAUTION
 THIS FUNCTION WILL ERASE THE CURRENT SETTINGS IN MEMORY

AND REQUIRES RE-INITIALISING OF THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE AND
NUMBER OF CHANNELS.  ENSURE THAT THE VOLTAGE IS SET TO

120 VOLTS IF RUNNING ANY 120 VOLT LAMPS, OR DAMAGE TO THE
LAMPS MAY RESULT.

 

• Hold down the MODE and DMX BANK buttons while turning power ON to the
dimmer.

• Use the FUNCTION encoder wheel to select either “120V” output or “240V”
output on the display and press ENTER. Individual channel output voltage may be
changed later via the MODE menu (see section 4.1.4.1).

• Next use the encoder wheel to select “12ch” output (for HP12-TR / HP12-SC),
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and press ENTER.

• The display will change to “OK” to indicate the dimmer is now back in normal
operating mode.

 4.3 Channel disable
 When the dimmer is in normal operating mode (“OK” showing on the display), any
channel may be taken off-line by pressing its SELECT button. Pressing the button a
second time will bring that channel back on-line.

 The STATUS LED will be on (red or green) for all active channels, and be off for all
disabled channels.

 Any disabled channel(s) may still be selected and tested with the TEST function (see
section 4.1.9). Once the tests are complete and the dimmer is back in normal operating
mode, the channel(s) will resume their status prior to being tested.

 

 4.4 Software update
 The operating software of the HP dimmer may be updated via the front panel DMX
input connector. To achieve this requires the following:

• HPTR or HPSC dimmer

• HP download kit

• IBM compatible Laptop or desktop computer

To update the software, perform the following:

1�  Switch the dimmer power off.

2�  Connect the computer serial/COM port to the DMX input of the dimmer, using the
download cable supplied in the download kit. Disconnect any DMX terminators.

3�  Press and hold the ENTER button on the dimmer while turning on power to the
dimmer. The dimmer display will show “LOAD”.

4�  Release the ENTER button.

5�  Run the update software as supplied with the download kit.

6�  The dimmer will display “DATA” and the keypad LEDs will chase while the
information is transferred. This takes around 30 seconds.

When the download has completed the display will blank while the new software is
permanantly programmed into the dimmer memory. At the completion of the
programming the dimmer restarts.

The software update facility should be used with the following notes and cautions:

• The dimmer must be Deep Cleared (refer section 4.2) after downloading new
operating software.

• It is recommended that dimmer software not be updated during a tour/show season,
unless the installed software proves unsatisfactory for normal operation.

• More than one dimmer may be updated at a time using normal DMX cables to link
the DMX Loop connector of the first dimmer to the input of the next, etc. In this
case steps 3 and 4 must be repeated for each dimmer, before proceeding to step 5.

• Refer to the instructions supplied with the download kit for further details.
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 5.0 Fault Diagnosis

 NOTE

 Contact your authorised JANDS Distributor for repairs or servicing.

 In Australia refer all repairs to an authorised JANDS service agent or return the
faulty unit in suitable packaging to:

 JANDS Electronics Pty Ltd

 Service Department

 40 Kent Rd

 MASCOT NSW 2020

 Phone +61-2-9582-0909

 Fax +61-2-9582-0999

 

 5.1 Protection
 The HP12-TR / HP12-SC dimmers feature several types of protection. These can be
generally classified as:

• Output protection
• Thermal protection
• Over and Under voltage protection

 5.1.1 Output protection

 Each of the twelve output circuits is protected by a 11.5 amp fast-acting magnetic
circuit breaker. These breakers are designed to pass the rated current, but will
disconnect the output circuit for any overload condition (the larger the overload, the
quicker the disconnection).

 NOTE: 3-pin GPO outlet sockets are rated at 10 amps. Dimmer channels should
not be loaded beyond the socket capacity.

 The breakers protect the dimmer’s output devices from short-circuit loads and faulty
wiring looms, and save on expensive dimmer repairs. A tripped circuit breaker
indicates a load fault that requires immediate attention.

 Note that the Triacs in the HP12-TR will survive output short circuits under most
conditions. The more rugged SCR pairs in the HP12-SC will survive output shorts
under extreme conditions (high operating temperatures, high supply fault current
availability, short cable length from dimmer to fault).
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 5.1.2 Thermal protection

 The HP12-TR / HP12-SC dimmers feature temperature-controlled fan cooling. As the
internal temperature of the dimmer increases, the fan speed also increases. The fan
begins turning at low speed at 30°C, and reaches maximum speed at temperatures
above 50°C.

 The internal heatsink temperature is constantly monitored by the dimmer. If the
heatsink temperature rises above 85ºC, the dimmer will automatically shut down the
output drive and display the message: “OVER TEMPERATURE XXOC”. The
dimmer will display this message until the temperature drops below 80ºC, at which
time it will restart. The fan will continue to cool the heatsink during the shut down
period.

 The electronic shutdown at 85°C is backed up by a 90°C buried cutout, which shuts
down power to all electronics other than the cooling fan.

 Note that the two fans in "SC" dimmers will run slower and quieter under average
operating conditions than the single fan in "TR" dimmers, due to the increased airflow
capacity. In addition the fans in wall-mount dimmers will run slower and quieter than
the fans in rack-mount dimmers due to increased natural convective cooling.

 5.1.3 Supply Power fault protection

 The HP12-TR / HP12-SC dimmers will detect voltage problems generated by phase
load imbalance and a poor or missing neutral connection. A poor (resistive) neutral
connection can cause arcing and overheating of the connector, and also allows the
phase-to-neutral voltages to vary, causing overvoltage damage to components.

 Bad neutral connections account for many lamp and dimmer failures. While the
internal electronics of HP12-TR dimmers can tolerate (and correct for) these fault
conditions, other equipment run from the same mains supply generally cannot.

 The HP12-TR / HP12-SC dimmers will detect three types of mains supply problems:

• Mains overvoltages

• Mains undervoltages

• Higher than normal neutral-earth voltages

In addition, the HP12 dimmers can correct and regulate the dimmed outputs against
variations in the mains supply voltages.

The HP12's electronic circuits will tolerate gross overvoltages and accidentally
transposed active-neutral connection with no internal damage and no damage to output
loads.

5.1.3.1 Mains Overvoltages
If the voltage on any supply phase exceeds the maximum volts for more than two
cycles the dimmer outputs are turned OFF and the following message scrolls across
the display: “MAINS OVERVOLTAGE. PRESS NORMAL TO REACTIVATE”.
When the overvoltage condition is removed, press the NORMAL button to reactivate
the dimmer. The outputs will restart according to the previous settings.

5.1.3.2 Mains Undervoltage
If voltage on any phase drops below the minimum for more than 2 cycles the dimmer
outputs for that phase are turned OFF and the following message scrolls across the
display: “MAINS UNDERVOLTAGE. PRESS NORMAL TO REACTIVATE”.
When the undervoltage condition is removed, press the NORMAL button to
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reactivate the low phase. The outputs will restart according to the previous settings.

5.1.3.3 Neutral - Earth Voltage

If the voltage between the neutral and earth exceeds the maximum, the dimmer
outputs are turned OFF and the following message scrolls across the display:
“NEUTRAL EARTH FAULT. PRESS NORMAL TO REACTIVATE”. When the
neutral-earth voltage condition is removed, press the NORMAL button to reactivate
the dimmer. The outputs will restart according to the previous settings.

Neutral-earth voltages are most commonly caused by poor (resistive) neutral
connections, undersized neutral wires in supply cables, and missing or disconnected
earths. Screw terminals in connectors can loosen with use and these should be checked
when this fault occurs.

The neutral detect facility may be disabled via the MODE menu. Refer to section
4.1.4.5 for details.

5.2 Output faults
If a short-circuit lamp or output cable is plugged into the dimmer, the circuit breaker
will disconnect the fault from the dimmer. In nearly all circumstances, it is quick
enough to prevent damage to the output devices (Triac or SCR).

In some instances however, a failure may be experienced, although these devices are
usually quite reliable and robust. If a device does fail, that channel may be isolated
with its circuit breaker.

The channel LOAD LED may be used to aid in trouble shooting. This red LED serves
two functions. In normal operation, it acts as an output mimic, but when the channel
drive is at zero, it indicates whether that channel’s load is disconnected (or open-
circuit).

To check a load, set the channel drive to zero. The LOAD LED will turn ON if there
is no load.

For levels above zero, the LOAD LED will mimic the channel output whenever a load
is connected.

Note that the channel circuit breaker must be ON for the LOAD LED circuitry to
work.

BREAKER         LOAD       CHANNEL DRIVE   LOAD LED STATUS

on not connected        off ON

on  connected        off OFF

on  connected        on  OUTPUT MIMIC

off don’t care  don’t care OFF

5.3 Operating faults
If a message should appear scrolling across the display: “ADDRESS EXCEPTION
ERROR XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX” where the Xs represent different characters,
write down the complete message and contact JANDS Service Department or your
local JANDS Distributor, giving details of the dimmer’s operating conditions that
caused the error. In the meantime, a Deep Clear (see section 4.2) should get the
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dimmer working again.

5.4 DMX faults
The HP Dimmers feature a Last Hold facility that remembers the last received DMX
message. In the event of a DMX signal cable being unplugged or severed, the
dimmers will to “hold” the DMX levels until a new DMX message is provided, or a
Snapshot, Scene or Chase function is selected.

The DMX IN LED will light when there is a DMX signal.

5.5 Phase fault indication
The three green PHASE LEDs will light when all three power input phases are
present.

WARNING

IF ONE OR MORE PHASE LEDS IS OFF, IMMEDIATELY DISCONNECT
POWER TO THE DIMMER AND CHECK THE MAINS SUPPLIES AND

WIRING BEFORE RE-CONNECTING POWER.

5.6 Cold lamp filaments
Cold lamp filaments consume considerably more power than warm filaments. This
means that when a lamp is flashed to full, the surge current can be much greater than
the rated current for the lamp.

The cold surge current to large lamps may be enough to trip the output circuit
breakers. If such nuisance-tripping of the circuit breakers is a problem, the filament
Preheat facility may be utilised. See section 4.1.4.4 for instructions on enabling the
Preheat facility.

Preheat turns on the selected channels a very small amount (around 1%) which heats
the lamp filaments and increases their electrical resistance. When the lamp is then
turned on full, the surge current is much less and the circuit breaker is less likely to
trip.

Other advantages of using Preheat are an increase in lamp life (due to the reduction of
thermal shock to the filaments), and a reduction of lamp heat up time (the lamps will
flash to full slightly faster).

When Preheat is on, the lamp filaments may show a barely perceptible dull red glow.

5.7 Output Loads
The HP12-TR will correctly control all resistive and mains-voltage incandescent loads
from 2500 watts down to 10 watts, and transformer-driven incandescent lamps (eg.
pinspots and low voltage halogen lamps) down to 20 watts. The HP12-TR will also
control the speed of most "universal" motors.

In addition to those loads controllable from an HP12-TR, the HP12-SC will control
more "difficult" loads, such as fluorescent and discharge lamps, due to the use of DC-
fired SCRs within the dimmer.
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5.8 Fault finding guide

FAULT SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSE REMEDY

Overvoltage indication Loose or missing supply neutral

Faulty supply connections or phase-

neutral swap on supply

Load imbalance

Faulty Supply generator

Loose or missing earth

Ensure good neutral connection

Check supply wiring/colour code

Re-distribute loads

Replace generator

Ensure correct supply earthing

Check wiring / 3 phase plugs

Turn P.Fault OFF until wiring /

generator is repaired

Overtemperature indication Poor ventilation

Damaged fan

Ambient temp above limit

Use racks with side ventilation

Replace fan

Keep ambient temp below limit

Breaker trips when channel flashed to

near full

Large incandescent load

Excessive load

Faulty breaker

Use Preheat facility

Reduce channel loading

Factory service

Breaker trips after prolonged

operation

Excessive load

Lamp or wiring fault

Faulty breaker

Reduce channel loading

Check lamps and wiring

Factory service

Breaker trips immediately when

channel is driven

Output short

SCR / Triac short

Check lamps and wiring

Factory service

One channel flickers when dimmed -

Drive LED flickers

DMX source problem Replace control console

One channel flickers when dimmed -

steady Drive LED indication

Faulty channel

Same load flickers on another channel

Factory service

Insufficient or nonlinear load

Intermittent load wiring

All channels flicker when dimmed Incorrect DMX protocol / wiring

Mains control tones exceed limits

DMX line unterminated

Replace DMX source / wiring

Contact factory

Terminate DMX line

Radio interference Faulty choke Factory service
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6.0 Installation

For rack-mount dimmers: Refer to sections 6.1 thru 6.3.

For wall-mount dimmers: Refer to sections 6.4 thru 6.10.

6.1 Rack mounting
The HP12-TR and HP12-SC dimmers are designed to be installed in standard 19-inch
wide racks. These racks must have adequate ventilation for the side-to-side airflow of
the dimmers. Fully enclosed racks will cause overheating problems.

It is highly recommended for all applications, but particularly for touring applications,
that the rear rack-mounting support brackets be used. These are supplied with each
dimmer and are suitable for use in racks that are approximately 465mm deep,
measured from the front rail to the rear rail eg. Jands 13RU Rack. Refer to section
6.1.2. Extended brackets (also supplied) are used for deeper racks in the range 625mm
to 730mm deep, and should be used for installing in racks such as the JANDS 27RU
and 40RU Contractor Series racks. Refer to section 6.1.3.

6.1.2 Mounting in racks 465mm deep

3

3

2 1

Figure 6.1 Using the standard rack-mounting ears

Refer Figure 6.1. To mount the HP12-TR / HP12-SC dimmers without the extender
bracket:
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1�  Attach the two rear support brackets to the rear rack strip with the edge holes
upward using a pair of screws on each side. Do not fully tighten the screws.

2�  From the front slide the dimmer into the rack, so that it slots inside the bracket
folds. Attach the dimmer to the front rack strips with four screws. Do not fully
tighten the screws yet.

3�  Insert a pair of M6 screws through each of the rear flanges of the dimmer chassis
into the threaded inserts in the support brackets.

4�  Finally, tighten all screws, leaving the screws inserted in step 3 until last.

6.1.2 Mounting in deep racks using the Extender brackets

3

2

2

1

4

4

Figure 6.2 Using the extended rack-mounting brackets

Refer Figure 6.2. To mount the HP12-TR or HP12-SC dimmers in a deep racks:

1�  Attach the two rear support brackets to the rear rack strip with the edge holes
upward using a pair of screws on each side. Do not fully tighten the screws.

2�  Attach the extended slide supports to the dimmer with the edge holes upward by
inserting a pair of M6 screws through the rear flanges on each side of the dimmer
chassis into the threaded inserts in the slide supports. The dimmer chassis fits
inside the bracket folds.

3�  From the front slide the dimmer into the rack, so that the extender brackets slide
inside the rear bracket folds. Attach the dimmer to the front rack strips with four
screws. Do not fully tighten the screws.

4�  Insert two M6 screws through each of the slide supports and into the threaded
inserts in the rear support brackets.

5�  Finally, tighten all screws, leaving the screws inserted in step 4 until last.
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6.1.3 Rack Mounting - Ventilation

The HP12-TR and HP12-SC dimmers are fan cooled, with the air intake at the right
and air exhaust at the left. All racks must have adequate ventilation for the side-to-side
airflow of the dimmers. Fully enclosed racks will cause overheating problems.

Racks must allow at least 100 square centimetres of air venting per dimmer at each
side of the rack, level with the dimmer’s intake and exhaust slots. Additional venting
area will serve to further reduce internal dimmer temperatures and will enhance the
dimmer’s operational reliability.

Dimmers may be stacked in racks without intervening rack spaces as long as the racks
are adequately vented.

Racks of dimmers must be placed such that one rack does not breathe the hot exhaust
of the rack to its right. Allow at least 0.5m (18") between racks unless duty cycles are
light.

6.2 Wall Mounting
The HP12-WMTR and HP12-WMSC dimmers are intended for use in fixed
installations. The dimmers are designed to be attached to the wall using the supplied
brackets. The dimmer is not required when positioning and fastening the brackets.

The brackets associated with the HP12-WMTR and HP12-WMSC dimmers allow a
variety of mounting and wiring options:

• The dimmer may be mounted in a 19 inch equipment rack.

• The dimmer may be mounted flush to a wall with the cabling coming through the
wall from behind.

• The dimmer may be mounted proud of a wall with surface cable conduit for all
wiring. The conduit may run either horizontally or vertically.

• The dimmer may be mounted over a vertical cable tray up to 420mm wide and
75mm deep.

• The dimmer may be flown from a bar using a pair of normal hook clamps.
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 6.2.1 Wall Mounting Dimmers - In Racks

 Both the shallow and deep wall brackets may be attached to standard 19" rack strips.
The bracket is screwed to the rack strip using suitable cage nuts and screws.

 A rear blanking plate (supplied) is fastened inside the dimmer with five screws.
Supply cable entry may be via a 32mm gland hole at the bottom right of the main
chassis, or via one of two 32mm holes in the rear blanking plate. Unused 32mm holes
should be covered with the blanking plugs provided.

 Attach the dimmer to the bracket as described in section 6.3.

 

 

JANDS

TOP
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 6.2.2 Wall Mounting Dimmers - Flush to Wall

 Remove the cable access blanking piece of the shallow bracket by cutting the holding
webs with shears. Feed any cables (supply, output, and control) through this cable
access cutout, and place the bracket against the wall, orienting the bracket as indicated
on the bracket. Mark and drill at least 4 fixing points, and attach the bracket to the
wall.

 Attach the dimmer to the bracket as described in section 6.3.

 

 

JANDS

TOP

WALL
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 6.2.3 Wall Mounting Dimmers - Straddling Cable Trays

 The deep bracket will straddle cable trays up to 420mm wide and 75mm deep.
Remove the top blanking piece by cutting the holding webs with shears, and remove
the eight screws securing the bottom blanking piece. Position the bracket over the
cable tray against the wall, orienting the bracket as indicated on the bracket. Mark and
drill at least 4 fixing points, and attach the bracket to the wall. Feed any cables
(supply, output, and control) through the cable access cutout.

 Attach the dimmer to the bracket as described in section 6.3.

 

 

WALL

CABLE
TRAY
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 6.2.4 Wall Mounting Dimmers - Conduited Cable Entry

 Use both the deep and shallow wall brackets to form an enclosure. Place the deep
bracket over the shallow bracket, so that the tags in the back of the deep plate fit into
the mating slots in the shallow bracket, noting the orientation marks on both pieces.
Use four thread-cutting screws (supplied) at each side to screw the two pieces
together, forming an 80mm deep enclosure. The enclosure formed has an assortment
of holes to suit 25mm and 32mm (1" and 1-1/4") conduit end nuts on all four sides.

 Place the assembly against the wall at the desired location, and mark and drill holes
for at least 4 fixing points. Mount the enclosure on the wall.

 Attach the dimmer to the bracket as described in section 6.3.

 

 

WALL

TOP
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 6.2.5 Wall Mounting Dimmers - Hung from Bar Hooks

 The HP12-WMTR and HP12-WMSC dimmers have two M10 captive nuts on the top
face. These may be used to secure the dimmer to bar hooks, allowing the dimmers to
be flown in lighting trusses. Screws should not penetrate the top surface of the dimmer
by more than 25mm.

 Additional holes at the top rear edge of the dimmers allow the dimmer chassis to be
secured with safety cables.

 The dimmers are flown without using the shallow or deep mounting brackets. A rear
blanking plate (supplied) is fastened inside the dimmer with five screws. Supply cable
entry may be via a 32mm gland hole at the bottom right of the main chassis, or via one
of two 32mm holes in the rear blanking plate. Unused 32mm holes should be covered
with the blanking plugs provided.

 

 

HP12WM

DANGER
HIGH VOLTAGE

JANDS
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 6.2.6 Wall Mounting Dimmers - Patch Lead Option

 The wall-mount bracket system may include flying lead output patching. Two types of
flying lead patch options are available:

• Twenty four 3-pin Australian GPO plugs
• Twenty four 3-pin Wieland ST18 plugs

Output cables to the building are terminated at screw terminal blocks (with up to
4mm2  capacity). These terminal blocks are supplied pre-wired to plugs on flying patch
leads, and may then be patched to any desired dimmer outlet socket.

To install:

1�  Remove the bottom blanking plate from the deep bracket (eight screws).

2�  Replace this with the pre-wired patch gland plate (use the same screws).

3�  Fasten the deep bracket to the shallow bracket (see section 6.2.4).

4�  Screw the terminal block plate to the shallow bracket (six screws).

5�  Secure the whole assembly to the wall.

6�  Connect the load wires to the terminal blocks.

7�  Mount the dimmer (see section 6.3) and connect the supply and DMX cables.

WALL

TOP

1-4 5-8 9-12 13-16 17-20 21-24

OUTPUT CABLES

PATCH CABLES
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6.3 Mounting the dimmer to the bracket
Dimmers are attached to the pre-mounted brackets as follows:

1�  Remove the dimmer’s right-hand front panel (eight screws).

2�  Hang the top edge of the dimmer on the two bracket tabs. These support the
weight of the dimmer while allowing the bottom of the dimmer to pivot away from
the bracket.

3�  Feed any cables (mains supply, output or control) into the rear of the dimmer and
terminate them as necessary. This may only be performed by a licenced
electrician.

4�  Latch the dimmer onto the bracket by lifting the dimmer a few millimetres and
allowing the bottom two bracket tabs to engage.

5�  Lock the dimmer in place with one M4 screw at the bottom right inside corner.

6�  Re-attach the front panel.

JANDS

DANGER
HIGH VOLTAGE

HP12WM

JANDS

TOP

2

1

MAINS

EARTH

OUTPUTS

DMX 3

4

5

6
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6.4 Wall Mounting Dimmers - Ventilation
The HP12-WMTR and HP12-WMSC dimmers are fan cooled with considerable
assistance from natural convection. The air intake is by slots at the bottom front, and
exhausts through slots at the top and top-front.

The HP12-WMTR and HP12-WMSC dimmers are intended for wall mounting in
unenclosed spaces. Mounting within cupboards is not recommended.

If the dimmers are mounted within cupboards, allow at least 150mm above and below
the dimmer, and at least 100mm at each side and the front of the dimmer. In addition,
the cupboard must be vented with at least 150 square centimetres (24 square inches)
per dimmer at the top and bottom of the cupboard. Additional venting area will serve
to further reduce internal dimmer temperatures and will enhance the dimmer’s
reliability.

Multiple dimmer arrays should be spaced at least 100mm apart vertically, and no
more than three dimmers high, to avoid excessive heating of the top dimmer.
Dimmers should be spaced at least 50mm horizontally.

Dimmers should be mounted at least 300mm from the floor to avoid excessive ingress
of dust and fluff, or as dictated by local building statutes.

Dimmers must be mounted at least 150mm below ceilings or shelves for adequate
ventilation.

>300

>100

>150

>50

HP12WM

HP12WM

HP12WM

HP12WM

FLOOR

CEILING

JANDS

JANDS

JANDS

JANDS
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7.0 Maintenance

WARNING

DO NOT ALLOW THE ENTRY OF LIQUIDS OF ANY SORT INTO THE
DIMMER CHASSIS.

EXTERNAL CLEANING:

If the front panel requires cleaning, wipe with a mild detergent on a damp soft cloth.

DO NOT spray liquids onto the front panel.

DO NOT use solvents for cleaning the front panel.

INTERNAL CLEANING:

The HP12 dimmers will require little internal maintenance other than periodic
flushing of dust build to prevent the fan and air-path becoming clogged with dirt or
fluff.

• ISOLATE POWER to the dimmer (by disconnecting the power cable or locking
off the mains supply isolator).

• Remove the lid (rack-mount) or right-hand panel (wall-mount).

• Blow clean the fan and internals with compressed air from left to right (rack-
mount) or from top to bottom (wall-mount).

• DO NOT "spin" the fan with compressed air - the blades may break off.

• When the fan and internals are clean, replace the lid and screws, and re-connect
the power cable.

 ROUTINE MAINTAINANCE:

 Installed dimmers should be routinely flushed of dust at six- to twelve-month periods.

 Touring dimmers may need a more rigorous maintenance routine, which should
include:

• Inspection of chassis for evidence of impact damage and physical abuse

• Inspection of outlets for wear and damage

• Inspection of power cable for wear and damage

• Electrical checking of ground integrity from power cable to chassis

• Electrical checking of ground integrity from power cable to outlet grounds

• Flushing of dust buildup

• Testing the operation of all frontpanel switches and breakers
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8.0 Technical Data and Specifications

PARAMETER HP12-TR HP12-SC HP12-WMTR HP12-WMSC

No. of Channels: 12

Input Power
Requirements:

3 Phases plus Neutral and Earth

220-240 volts phase-to-neutral

380-415 Volts AC Phase-Phase +/-10%

40 Amps / Phase

Full size (min 40A) Neutral conductor

Max upstream protection 50A per phase

Load Power per chan: 20VA - 2.5kVA 5VA - 2.5kVA 20VA - 2.5kVA 5VA - 2.5kVA

Max Dissipation: <24W/chan

(<300W total)

<35W/chan

 (<500W total)

<24W/chan

 (<300W total)

<35W/chan

(<500W total)

Max Ambient Temp: 45ºC

Control Signal: DMX-512 (1990) Protocol

DMX Connectors: AXR-5-21B,

AXR-5-22B

AXR-5-21B,

AXR-5-22B

Six-way screw
terminal block

Six-way screw
terminal block

Test Function Level: 0 to Full with detent each step

LED Indicators: Status, Control and Output mimics; DMX; Phases A, B & C

Output Protection: 12 x 11.5 amp circuit breakers

Overvoltage Limit 300V +/-10%

Undervoltage Limit 180V+/-10%

Neutral - Earth Voltage
Limit

15V+/-10%

Cooling System 1 x 80mm speed
controlled fan

2 x 80mm speed
controlled fans

1 x 80mm speed
controlled fan, aided

by convection

2 x 80mm speed
controlled fans,

aided by convection

Gate Firing System Opto-Isolator Continuous DC gate
firing

Opto-Isolator Continuous DC gate
firing

Control Devices 12 x 40A Triac 24 x 35A SCR 12 x 40A Triac 24 x 35A SCR

Output risetime @ 50%
dim

(10% - 90%, 2500W
incandescent load)

280 µsec +/-10% 500 µsec +/-10% 280 µsec +/-10% 500 µsec +/-10%

Power Supply Entry: 2 metre tail with
Clipsal 56P532 plug

2 metre tail with
Clipsal 56P532 plug

Internal terminal
block

Internal terminal
block

Output Connectors:

(Australia)

1 x 10 amp Clipsal
415 per channel

1 x 10 amp Clipsal
415 per channel

Internal terminal
blocks

Internal terminal
blocks
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PARAMETER HP12-TR HP12-SC HP12-WMTR HP12-WMSC

Output Options: Clipsal 415

19 pin Socapex
(normal or series)

 10 pin Wieland

Terminal block

Clipsal 415

19 pin Socapex
(normal or series)

 10 pin Wieland

 Terminal block

Clipsal 415 Clipsal 415

Size (mm): 482 (w) x 133 (h) x
350 (d)

482 (w) x 133 (h) x
350 (d)

435 (w) x 485 (h) x
133 (d)

435 (w) x 485 (h) x
133 (d)

Weight 20kg 24kg 20kg 24kg
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8.1 Multipin output connector pin-outs
19 PIN SOCAPEX CONNECTORS

PIN No OUTPUTS 1-6 OUTPUTS 7-12

1 ACTIVE       1 ACTIVE       7

2 NEUTRAL   1 NEUTRAL   7

3 ACTIVE       2 ACTIVE       8

4 NEUTRAL   2 NEUTRAL   8

5 ACTIVE       3 ACTIVE       9

6 NEUTRAL   3 NEUTRAL   9

7 ACTIVE       4 ACTIVE       10

8 NEUTRAL   4 NEUTRAL   10

9 ACTIVE       5 ACTIVE       11

10 NEUTRAL   5 NEUTRAL   11

11 ACTIVE       6 ACTIVE       12

12 NEUTRAL   6 NEUTRAL   12

13 EARTH        1 EARTH          7

14 EARTH        2 EARTH          8

15 EARTH        3 EARTH          9

16 EARTH        4 EARTH        10

17 EARTH        5 EARTH        11

18 EARTH        6 EARTH        12

19 NOT CONNECTED NOT CONNECTED
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19 PIN SERIES-WIRED SOCAPEX OUTPUTS 1-6 (OUTPUTS 7-12)

                          CONNECTOR “A”                       CONNECTOR “B”
PIN No CONNECTION PIN No CONNECTION

1 ACTIVE     1     (7) 1 LINK            1     (7)

2 LINK          1     (7) 2 NEUTRAL   1     (7)

3 ACTIVE     2     (8) 3 LINK            2     (8)

4 LINK          2     (8) 4 NEUTRAL   2     (8)

5 ACTIVE     3     (9) 5 LINK            3     (9)

6 LINK          3     (9) 6 NEUTRAL   3     (9)

7 ACTIVE     4    (10) 7 LINK            4    (10)

8 LINK          4    (10) 8 NEUTRAL   4    (10)

9 ACTIVE     5    (11) 9 LINK            5    (11)

10 LINK          5    (11) 10 NEUTRAL   5    (11)

11 ACTIVE     6    (12) 11 LINK            6    (12)

12 LINK          6    (12) 12 NEUTRAL   6    (12)

13 EARTH      1     (7) 13 EARTH        1      (7)

14 EARTH      2     (8) 14 EARTH        2      (8)

15 EARTH      3     (9) 15 EARTH        3      (9)

16 EARTH      4    (10) 16 EARTH        4     (10)

17 EARTH      5    (11) 17 EARTH        5     (11)

18 EARTH      6    (12) 18 EARTH        6     (12)

19 NOT CONNECTED 19 NOT CONNECTED

10 PIN WIELAND

PIN No CONNECTION SOCKET

“A” “B” “C”

1 ACTIVE 1 5 9

2 NEUTRAL 1 5 9

3 ACTIVE 2 6 10

4 NEUTRAL 2 6 10

5 ACTIVE 3 7 11

6 NEUTRAL 3 7 11

7 ACTIVE 4 8 12

8 NEUTRAL 4 8 12

9 EARTH 1 5 9   + LOOP

10 EARTH 2 6 10 + LOOP

EARTH EARTH 3 7 11 + LOOPS +
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4 8 12 + LOOPS
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8.2 DMX connector pin-outs

PIN
No

CONNECTION
(DMX IN)

CONNECTION
(LOOP)

1 NC SHIELD

2 IN- OUT-

3 IN+ OUT+

4 Loop thru + Loop thru +

5 Loop thru - Loop thru -

8.3 DMX bank allocations
BANK CHANNELS BANK CHANNELS

1 1 - 12 23 265 - 276

2 13 - 24 24 277 - 288

3 25 - 36 25 289 - 300

4 37 - 48 26 301 - 312

5 49 - 60 27 313 - 324

6 61 - 72 28 325 - 336

7 73 - 84 29 337 - 348

8 85 - 96 30 349 - 360

9 97 - 108 31 361 - 372

10 109 - 120 32 373 - 384

11 121 - 132 33 385 - 396

12 133 - 144 34 397 - 408

13 145 - 156 35 409 - 420

14 157 - 168 36 421 - 432

15 169 - 180 37 433 - 444

16 181 - 192 38 445 - 456

17 193 - 204 39 457 - 468

18 205 - 216 40 469 - 480

19 217 - 228 41 481 - 492

20 229 - 240 42 493 - 504

21 241 - 252 43 505 - 512

22 253 - 264

8.4
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Mains wiring colour codes
FLEX TAILS INSTALLED WIRING

PHASE A BROWN RED

PHASE B WHITE WHITE

PHASE C BLACK BLUE

NEUTRAL BLUE BLACK

EARTH GREEN / YELLOW GREEN / YELLOW

8.5 Internal Mains Wiring
The HP dimmer has been designed to run from most commonly used power systems.

8.5.1 Normal Three Phase plus Neutral Operation

The HP12-TR and HP12-SC are normally supplied with a three-phase power cable
and plug attached, suiting the vast majority of available mains supplies (ie. three phase
and neutral).

The incoming mains supply must be protected at not more than 50 amps. The
dimmer’s circuit breakers are not rated to correctly clear faults if the supply protection
is in excess of this. Mains supplies are generally protected at lower currents (32 amps
or 40 amps at most Australian venues). It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that
the dimmer is used in a manner that does not exceed the available supply capacity.

The power cable is terminated within the dimmer at a six-way terminal block and an
earthing stud. The six-way terminal block has three poles for the three live mains
phases (labelled A1, A2, A3), and three poles for the mains neutral (N1, N2, N3). The
three neutral poles are bridged by a copper link, with the incoming mains neutral
connected to terminal A2.

8.5.2 Single Phase Operation

The dimmers may be configured for single phase operation where three phase mains
supply is unavailable.

The dimmer should be supplied with three same-phase actives and three neutrals. The
three active lines must each be protected at not more than 50 amps. The three neutral
conductors must each be rated at the same current as the actives. The earth conductor
should be similarly rated.

The bridge between the three neutral terminal poles (N1, N2, N3) must be removed
before the three incoming neutral lines are connected.

Although it is possible to supply the dimmer with one large single phase feed, the
dimmer’s breakers are not rated to clear faults if the supply is protected at currents of
over 50 amps.

The overvoltage detection will operate as normal. The voltage-difference detection
will sense whether the three supplies are present. The neutral-earth detection will act if
all three neutrals have more than 15 volts to earth, or if any one neutral has more than
45 volts to earth.
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8.5.3 Delta Supply Operation

The available venue mains supply in some countries (eg. the Philippines) is in the
form of three phases (220 volts between phases) with no neutral connection. The
dimmer may be configured for operation from 220V delta supplies.

The bridge between the three neutral terminal poles (N1, N2, N3) must be removed
before the three incoming active lines are connected.

• The first incoming active is connected to terminals A1 and N3.

• The second incoming active is connected to terminals A2 and N1.

• The third incoming active is connected to terminals A3 and N2.

WARNING

This connection is ILLEGAL in Australia, Europe and the U.K.

This connection renders the output socket’s neutral pins LIVE.

Note that a dimmer wired in this fashion will be subjected to CONTINUOUS
OVERVOLTAGE if connected to the 415V wye or star three-phase supply of most
countries.

The three active lines must each be protected at not more than 50 amps. The dimmer’s
breakers are not rated to clear faults if the supply is protected at currents of over 50
amps. The earth conductor must be rated the same as the active lines.

The overvoltage and voltage-difference detection will operate as normal. The neutral-
earth voltage detector will sense whether the "centre" (average) voltage of the three
phases deviates more than 15 volts from earth.

8.5.4 Operation in Europe

In some countries the neutral is not tied to the earth at the switchboard of the building.
In this case the Neutral-Earth voltage may become large enough to trip the protection
circuitry under normal operation. In this case disable the power fault detection system
as described in section  4.1.4.5

��  MANUAL ENDS  ��
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